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EDITOR'S PAGE
There is a correction to last month's editorial, due to a slight mis

understanding on my part: reproduction of color prints would be in 
black and white.

With the advent of summer (and summer type weather back in 
mid-spring—May 20th hot spell) various people are going away on va
cation, visiting various parts of the country, and, in general, relaxing.

For those interested in getting away from everything except 
astronomy there are several events or activities you can do depending 
where you are or where you are going. There is a General Assembly 
on the July 1st weekend in Toronto which will feature two talks by 
Ottawa members; Rolf Meier giving one and Doug Welch and Rob 
Dick giving another, both dealing with the photometers and spectro
graphs seen at recent meetings.

Later on this summer, Stellafane occurs on August 6. It is a con
vention of and for amateur telescope makers, where the efforts of 
amateurs in building telescopes and accessories are sometimes reward
ed. Ottawa members usually do fairly well down there, and there will 
be several people going down with their eye on first prize in several 
categories.

There are also other places to visit if you want to see some of the 
more impressive man-made objects/facilities on this continent. If you 
are near Florida there is the world-renowned Cape Canaveral, very im
pressive — especially if you are there for a launch. If you are near Ari
zona there is a collection of telescopes that you should see — Kitt 
Peak. Or if you are near California, drop by the Wilson or Lick Obser
vatories.

If you are in the prairies, well, you can always observe meteors in 
August. For that matter, you can observe meteors anywhere. If you 
have a telescope, or binoculars, the sky is the limit.



OBSERVATORY RELOCATION Rob Dick

Fund raising activities have been proceeding well this last month, 
with the sales of slide packages. These sets of fine slides have been ta
ken by Ottawa members and many with the 16" telescope. We will 
have more sets available for the June meeting. Each set of 10 slides 
costs $7.50. Give me a call if you would like a set.

Donations have been coming in rather slowly. We have raised 
about $800, far short of our $3,000 target. If you have enjoyed the 
North Mountain Observatory in the past why not send us a donation? 
The new location (by the Mill of Kintail near Almonte) will be even 
better than the present site at North Mountain, but we need your 
support.

Donations may be given to the Centre Treasurer, Ken Tapping, or 
any of the Observatory Committee listed below. Cheques should be 
made out to The RASC Ottawa Centre Observatory Fund. They may 
be mailed to — P.O. Box 6222 

Postal Stn. J 
Ottawa 
K2A 1T3

Committee Members:
Peter M acKinnon  827-2109
Robert Dick .....................  722-5809
Art Fraser .........................  821-2710
Barry M atthews...............  225-6600
Rolf Meier .......................  224-1200

* * * * *

METEORS Rob McCallum

Once again it is summer, so we once again make the annual plea 
for meteor observers. Rob Dick, our staff engineer and janitor, has 
fixed the Quiet Site to "operating condition." For perhaps the first 
time in several years everything is working. In order to take advantage 
of this situation before something breaks, much observing should be 
done. Skies here are still fair and it is as close as it ever was (15 miles 
from the west end). Anyone interested in observing can give me a call 
at 729-9977, especially on weekends. Your own transportation is always 
a great help.

A reminder to all — the Perseids this year are exceptionally fa
vourable, occuring during new moon and on a weekend. The August 
meeting occurs on August 12, during the maximum. This should be a 
good opportunity to meet one another before going out. If interested, 
give me a call.

Where are you, new members?



ORION FROM BETA TAURI Norman W. McLeod

This article contains some first results of my study to find out 
what our constellations look like from elsewhere. I used the method 
of the author of the Sky of Capella in S&T of March, 1975. It definitely 
requires a computer if any progress is to be made. I believe my pro
gram is working properly now, as the view of Orion below seems logi
cal. My first project was to go to Beta Tauri and look at Orion. I want
ed to get a closer look at Orion than we can now, but still have Alpha 
and Gamma, so Beta Tauri is a good vantage point. My starting materi
al is the same as the author's in S&T.

It looks as if Beta Taurians have a bright pair of stars similar to our 
Alpha and Beta Centauri — for them it is Beta and Gamma Orionis. 
Their pair is slightly brighter than ours, and theirs are both blue. O r
ion's belt appears intact. In fact, the belt must dominate a sizable area 
around our part of the galaxy. All of Orion has been displaced below 
the equator.

Zeta Orionis' sky has some monstrous stars in it, being so close to 
Orion's tremendous belt stars. Five of Orion's other stars from here 
have minus magnitudes. Epsilon at -6.42 is about 60° from Delta at 
-3.22.

Planet of the Apes amused me near the beginning, when the ex
plorers (soon after landing) thought they were near Bellatrix. One look 
at the night sky would have polished off the mystery, but that wasn't 
part of the script. Space travellers ought to know the sky at least half 
as well as meteor observers.

The following chart contains data on Orion's brightest stars 
where:

1—distance of star as seen from Earth
2—distance of star as seen from Beta Tauri
3—magnitude of star as seen from Zeta Orionis
4—distance of star as seen from Zeta Orionis 

(distances are given in light years)
Orion 1 2 3 4
Alpha.......... 520.0 268.5 2.02 1091.4
Beta............. 900.0 684.2 -0.33 724.7
Gamma....... 470.0 223.6 3.56 1138.5
Delta........... 1500.0 1245.9 -3.22 123.8
Epsilon........ 1600.0 1348.3 -6.42 38.0
Zeta............. 1600.0 1351.1
Eta............... 940.0 700.1 2.57 665.6
lota.............. 2000.0 1761.2 -0.63 420.1
Kappa......... 2100.0 1875.2 -0.81 560.2

For further information: Norman W. McLeod,
1835 South Miami Avenue, 
Miami, Florida 33129



Orion as seen from Earth, above.
Orion as seen from Beta Tauri, 300 light-years.



PHOTOS BY ROLF Rolf Meier

M 57
15 min 
103af film 
16" f/5



M 27
15 min 
103af film 
16" f/5



M 51
7 min 
Tri-X film 
16" f/5



M 104
7 min 
Tri-X film 
16" f/5



OBSERVING THE
MOONS OF URANUS Doug Welch

Most amateurs have observed the four Galilean moons of Jupiter 
and even six of the moons of Saturn. They are rather interesting to 
watch from night to night. Most amateurs also never give a thought to 
trying to see other moons in the solar system. The Ottawa Centre is 
fortunate in that we have a 16" telescope to observe with. Using the 
16", on two occasions now, I have spotted three of the moons of Ura
nus. You can do this, too.

Uranus is easy to find, being fifth magnitude. It was in opposition 
on April 30 this year and for the next few months will be well placed 
for observation. A finder chart is found in the Observer's Handbook.

The planet has five moons:
Mv Dia Mean Dist. Rev. Discovery

M iranda....
(km) arc sec period

... 16.5 400 9 1d 10h G Kuiper 1948
A rie l.......... 14.4 1400 14 2d 12h W Lossell 1851
U m brie l.... .. 15.3 1000  20 4d 04h W Lossell 1851
Titania....... 14.0 1800 33 8d 17h W Herschel 1787
O beron..... .. 14.2 1600  44 13d 11h W Herschel 1787

It is possible to see Ariel, Titania and Oberon in the 16". Uranus' 
pole is pointing almost directly toward us at this time. The moons will 
revolve in the plane of Uranus' equator. Therefore, the orbits appear 
circular against the sky with Uranus at the centre. One need only 
observe within 10 Uranus diameters for the moons. Uranus is usually 
4" in diameter.

When hunting for the moons, use the 7 mm ocular without a Bar- 
low because this is the cleanest ocular in the observatory and is also 
the only one we could spot the moons with. The other eyepieces and 
Barlows scattered too much light. Ariel was at the limit of visibility. 
Here is one of my observations. Good Hunting.

May 23, 1977 
0230 UT 
7 mm Ocular 
16"
DLW



ATLAS STELLARUM Doug Welch

That's right, folks; the Atlas Stellarum (at least two thirds of it at 
this writing) has arrived. This fine work was purchased using funds col
lected for the atlas at Observer's Group meetings. The total cost 
$130+ . This very lovely combination of sky photographs is enclosed in 
three peachy red binders. Each chart has binder rings for the ultimate 
in convenience. Overlays permit the user to locate objects to an 
accuracy of 1' arc or finer. Each chart is 13"x13" with a scale of 3 cm 
to a degree. Stars to 15th mag. are recorded and, yes Rick W., it's pho
tographic — black stars on a white background.

* * * * *

A REMINDER Art Fraser

The July Observer's Group Meeting will be held on July 8 in
room 3001 at N.R.C. on Sussex Drive because of the General Assembly
being held in Toronto on the July 1st weekend.

A REMINDER
Because many members will be attending the annual Stellafane 

Convention in Springfield, Vermont, on August 6, the Observer's 
Group Meeting normally scheduled for August 5 will be re-scheduled 
for Friday, August 12.

*  *  *  *  *

SUMMER SOLSTICE
Summer begins on June 21 at 7 hrs. 14 minutes (EDT).

*  *  *  *  *

Articles for the July issue of Astronotes are due on June 17, or 
during that weekend.
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